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Theirs were the first lorries to circulate in convoy—the
old Bedfords with the tattered canvas covers to the wagon,
and the rusting Red Cross on top and sides. In the Legation
the emblem had to be concealed : we did not want the
Unit to be bombed again, and in diplomatic territory.
But now the camouflage was removed and the lorries,
creaking already from their long war-service on the Northern
Road, heroes of more than one bombardment, rolled out
to do their last duty in the field. Three or four zabanias
with rifles were stuck behind under the tent, and the driver,
white or black, usually carried a revolver : a white member
of the Unit, perhaps armed, sat beside him.
Their work was double. The relief of Europeans who
were or might be attacked. Care for any wounded found in
the streets or houses. Slowly coasting along, almost smelling
the streets for corpses, they at once attracted curiosity when
they stopped to pick them up : and in those days in Addis
it was a short step from curiosity to rifle fire.
One saw little or no signs of conscious xenophobia during
the Addis riots. The beginning had been a good-humoured
affair, a Black Hampstead Heath or Dusty Mafeking.
Everybody joined in : it was understood that picking or
stealing, in such times, was innocent and natural. When
Bentinck arrived at the Red Cross Headquarters to see if
the records of the Unit could be saved, he found that the
place had been housebroken already. So he sent his
servants in to reconnoitre . . . grand boys . . . absolutely
trustworthy. He waited in the car outside, two minutes . . .
five minutes . . . ten minutes . . . irritably he rose, pushed
into the Committee Room and there were the best boys in
Ethiopia on their hand and knees, scrambling with all the
other ragamuffins for thalers. They were severely admon-
ished. This was theft. The boys looked partly mystified,
wholly hurt. Theft ? Good God, call it theft ?
Drink, as the day wore on and rifles originally vertical
dropped lower and lower, brought out that basic mistrust
of the foreigner which the behaviour of Europe in the Italo-
Ethiopian dispute had so fully justified. In their fuddled
condition, the old ideas cropped up. ...
Bmpey, the second-in-command of the Red Cross Unit,
was patrolling the streets for wounded that afternoon. He
stopped in the centre of the town to pick up a man covered

